PRIVATE WASTEWATER SERVICE FROM MAIN

- REMOVE PLUG AND INSTALL KING BROS. MODEL KSC 1000-S PVC SWING CHECK VALVE OR APPROVED EQUAL.
- SERVICE BOX—CARSON INDUSTRIES MODEL NO. 1419 WITH BOLTED, FLAT COVER AND NO. 1419 EXTENSION WHEN IN NON-TRAFFIC AREAS. VALVE BOX LID SHALL BE MARKED "SEWER".

- STUB & PLUG 1" [or 1 1/4"] SERVICE W/1" [1 1/4"] SL PVC PIPE PLUG (DO NOT GLUE)
- 90° DEGREE ELBOW
- 1" [or 1 1/4"] PVC BALL VALVE LT 1000.S BY KING BROS. OR GF 500 BY GEORGE FISHER
- 1" [or 1 1/4"] SCHEDULE 80 PVC WATER PIPE

NOTE:
1. WASTEWATER PRESSURE SERVICE LATERAL CAN BE CONNECTED TO WASTEWATER MAIN AT THE VERTICAL CENTERLINE OF THE PIPE BUT NOT DIRECTLY TO THE TOP OF THE MAIN.
2. FILL SERVICE BOX WITH FIBERGLASS INSULATION AT TIME OF ON-SITE CONNECTION TO THE STUB.